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About the Challenge
The IAYG World Geography Challenge is the IAYG’s global system of

geography competitions, held at local, regional, and national levels.

Inspiring students to discover the field of geography and apply it to solve

real-world problems, this engaging competition showcases the best of

geography. Featuring physical geography, geology, resources, and geo-

informatics, this competition inspires students to discover the heritage of

their nation, explore the world, and learn about the latest innovation and

technology in global geographic research. Not only do students have

unparalleled access to the field of geography, they will be challenged to

learn about resource development, agriculture use, population growth,

environmental degradation, and other knowledge of great significance that

they will need in this century!

The IAYG World Geography Challenge is unique in its versatility. To start,

World Geography Challenges are held at the community level, allowing the

programme to reach more students and engage more locally. Furthermore,

the World Geography Challenge model is flexible to meet the educational

needs of each environment: depending on the number of students

participating, venues selected, and time frame, the structure of the

competition can vary to accommodate those changes – all while preserving

the state-of-the-art construction and value of the competition to students.

As a result, the World Geography Challenge is operable in every educational

environment. In this competition season, IAYG World Geography Challenges

will be held in locations across the world, ranging from urban areas in West

Africa to rural communities in India.

Each World Geography Challenge is developed jointly by IAYG’s experienced

international programme development teams and a local implementation

team – ensuring that even if the format is adapted, the quality of the

competition and its value to students is assured. Through the work of local

implementation teams, the World Geography Challenge is rapidly expanding

to reach more communities, in more educational environments, to offer

more students this world-class educational opportunity.



Competition Structure
The competition is a one-day event. It can be hosted anywhere – from a

school to a university campus to a community center. Some World Geography

Challenge competitions hold qualifying examinations to determine which

students can participate. Another option is to hold several smaller

competitions (likely with only question rounds) in cities around the country,

whereby the top-performing students in each city are invited to a larger

regional or national competition.

Individual IAYG World Geography Challenges are structured either as a team

competition – whereby school teams of up to 5 students participate (schools

can send as many teams as needed) – or an individual competition.

The competition targets students aged 14-19 (senior secondary schools/high

schools), though some IAYG World Geography Challenges include separate

divisions for younger students.



Sample Competition Day
While IAYG World Geography Challenges may vary, they follow the same

general format. The following is the most common competition structure, a

team-based format.

The IAYG World Geography Challenge is unique in both challenging the

frontiers of students’ understanding in geography and introducing students to

applications of geography & geographic technology. In the morning, students

work on events that apply geography to the real world: uniquely exploring

new developments in the field, challenging students’ spatial understanding,

and applying geographic skills.

1. The Gang of Fourteen Puzzle – in this fun and engaging warm-up activity,

each team will have to discover the “location” of an individual based on

fourteen geographic and geologic clues and an atlas. This activity will

challenge students’ geographic and geologic knowledge as well as their

ability to apply that knowledge.

2. Geocaching activity – each school team will then follow a

geocaching/mapping route through the venue (whether it is a school,

university, etc.) to answer a series of innovative prompts given to them that

can only be solved by correctly following the route. Through this fun

activity, students will be using their mapping and geospatial analysis

abilities.

3. GIS activity – using an IAYG-provided Geographic Information Systems

(GIS) application, students will be answering a series of geologic and

geographic questions from the host location and around the world! GIS is

a rapidly expanding, career-relevant field, and this activity will build

students’ understanding of the field.

For every section, ten points will be assigned based on the successful

completion of the prompts and the teams will be ranked in order. The team

with the highest combined score in these events will be declared the “Morning

Events” winner.



Competition Day
In the afternoon, students will complete in a question round. First, teams will 

be split into groups of three, and they will compete against each other in a 

series of geography question rounds. A series of physical and human 

geography questions will be asked; for each question asked, each team will 

have a chance to answer. At the end of a round, the team with the highest 

number of correct answers wins!

Then, the team that wins will proceed to the next round against two other 

winners, and the process continues until a competition winner is determined. 

Champion

Points will be assigned based on a team’s final placing (i.e. first place = 100 

points, second place = 90 points, etc.). Then, it will be combined with the 

Morning Events score to determine the competition total score. The team 

with the highest total score is congratulated as the Challenge champions!
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